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In most Weyl semimetal (WSMs), the Weyl nodes with opposite chiralities usually have the same type of
band dispersions (either type-I or type-II), whereas realistic candidate materials hosting different types of
Weyl nodes have not been identified to date. Here we report for the first time that, a ternary compound
HfCuP, is an excellent WSM with the coexistence of type-I and type-II Weyl nodes. Our results show that,
HfCuP totally contains six pairs of type-I and six pairs of type-II Weyl nodes in the Brillouin zone, all
locating at the H-K path. These Weyl nodes situate slightly below the Fermi level, and do not coexist with
other extraneous bands. The nontrivial band structure in HfCuP produces clear Fermi arc surface states in
the (1 0 0) surface projection. Moreover, we find the Weyl nodes in HfCuP can be effectively tuned by
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Fermi arc
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strain engineering. These characteristics make HfCuP a potential candidate material to investigate the
novel properties of type-I and type-II Weyl fermions, as well as the potential entanglements between
them.
� 2020 THE AUTHORS. Published by Elsevier BV on behalf of Cairo University. This is an open access article

under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
Fig. 1. (a) Crystal structure and (b) the primitive cell of HfCuP. (c) The bulk and the
(1 0 0) surface Brillouin zone of HfCuP.
Introduction

Since the theoretical discovery and experimental realization of
topological insulators [1–3], topological aspects of matter have
received intense research interests. Recently, such nontrivial band
topology has been further extended to semi-metallic/metallic sys-
tems, giving rise to various categories of topological semimetals/
metals such as Dirac, Weyl, nodal line, and nodal surface semimet-
als [4–28]. These topological materials have shown a wide range of
potential applications including electronics, biosensing, catalysis,
optoelectronics, superconductivity, and so on [29–37]. Among
topological materials, Weyl semimetals (WSMs) have received par-
ticular attention because the band crossing at the Weyl nodes have
the minimum (twofold) band degeneracy [4,10,13], which greatly
facilitates the understanding of the fundamental band topology.
In WSMs, the Weyl nodes appear in pairs with the opposite chiral-
ity [10,38,39]. As the results, some novel phenomena such as neg-
ative magnetoresistivity and anomalous Hall effects are observed
in WSMs [40–44]. In the momentum space, the Weyl cone can
be tilted. This produces the classification of WSMs into the type-I
and type-II WSMs. Type-I WSMs have conventional conical band
dispersions [10–13,45,46], which follow the Lorentz symmetry.
However, in type-II WSMs, the Weyl cones are completely tilted,
which can lead to the contact of hole-like and electron-like states
at the same energy level [47–49]. Type-II WSMs are proposed to
host distinct properties from type-I WSMs, which include modified
anomalous Hall conductivity, direction-dependent chiral anomaly,
and momentum space Klein tunneling [50–53].

Up to now, many WSMs have been proposed in realistic mate-
rials. The TaAs family, as the representative example for type-I
WSMs, has been well studied both theoretically and experimen-
tally [10,13,45]. Type-II WSMs have also been realized in many
existing materials including MoxW1-xTe2 (x = 0–1), Ta3S2 and
LaAlGe [47,54,55]. For these examples, however, the Weyl nodes
with opposite chiralities are either type-I or type-II, i.e., they have
the same type of band dispersion. Obviously, WSMs which host
both type-I and type-II Weyl nodes simultaneously can represent
another distinct category. In this category of WSMs, all the intrigu-
ing properties for both type-I and type-II Weyl nodes can happen
in one material. Meanwhile, they also provide a good platform to
investigate potential entanglement between Weyl nodes with dif-
ferent types of band dispersions. Under such consideration, Li et al.
first construct a hybrid WSM with coexisting type-I and type-II
Weyl nodes by using the tight-binding model [56]. Later, also in
the Hamitonian model scale, Xie et al. propose that disorder can
introduce phase transition from type-I to type-II in WSMs [57].
Quite recently, Zhang et al. reported that the material OsC2 can
host 24 type-I Weyl nodes and 12 type-II Weyl nodes in the native
state [58], Unfortunately, OsC2 is a hypothetical material and has
not been synthesized in experiments [59]. Therefore, it is in great
significance to develop realistic WSMs containing both type-I and
type-II Weyl nodes simultaneously.

In this work, we report that a ternary compound namely HfCuP
is also such WSM, which exhibits novel band structure with the
coexistence of type-I and type-II Weyl nodes. It is found that HfCuP
totally contains six pairs of type-I and six pairs of type-II Weyl
nodes, situating at both sides of the H point in the H-K path. First
principles calculations have located the positions for all the Weyl
nodes, and the corresponding Fermi arc surface states are identi-
fied. Very importantly, the Weyl nodes in HfCuP are quite close
to the Fermi level without coexisting with extraneous bands
nearby, which greatly favors their detection in experiments. We
constructed the effective Hamiltonian for the Weyl nodes, which
can well describe the quasiparticle excitations near the Weyl node.
In addition, we find the band topology in HfCuP can be tuned by
strain engineering, making the Weyl nodes in HfCuP controllable.

Crystal structure of HfCuP

Ternary compound HfCuP crystallizes in a trigonal structure
with the P3m1 space group (No. 156). As shown in Fig. 1(a), sur-
rounded by three Cu atoms and three P atoms, Hf atom is bonded
in the six-coordinate geometry. Meanwhile, each P atom bonds
with two Hf atoms and one Cu atom, forming the tetrahedral local
structure. As shown in Fig. 1(b), the HfCuP primitive cell contains
three atoms, where Hf, Cu and P atoms occupy the (0, 0, 0.998),
(1/3, 2/3, 0.634) and (1/3, 2/3, 0.224) Wyckoff sites, respectively.
The ternary compound HfCuP was firstly prepared in 2005 [60],
and its crystal structure was also provided in the Materials Project
[61].

Results and discussions

Fig. 2(a) shows the band structure of HfCuP without considering
spin–orbit coupling (SOC). For computational details, please see
the Supplementary Information. It takes on a clear semimetallic
band structure, where a band crossing happens in the H-K path
near the Fermi level. Besides the band crossing, the conduction
band and valence band are well separated with each other in other
high-symmetry paths. After examining the projected density of
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Fig. 2. (a) Electronic band structure of HfCuP without considering SOC. (b) The
projected density of states (PDOS) of HfCuP. (c) The enlarged band structure of
HfCuP along the H-K path. The blue and red bands in (c) are calculated from PBE and
HSE06, respectively. (d) The position of W0 in the (1 0 0) surface. In (d), the solid and
hollow circles represent the ‘‘positive” and ‘‘negative” Weyl nodes. (e) The (1 0 0)
surface band structure of HfCuP. In (c), the arrow points the Fermi arc surface states.
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 3. (a) Electronic band structure of HfCuP with SOC included. The crossing
points in the H-K path are denoted as W1 and W2. (b) The positions of W1 and W2 in
the (1 0 0) surface. In (b), the solid and hollow circles represent the ‘‘positive” and
‘‘negative” Weyl nodes. (c) The (1 0 0) surface band structure of HfCuP. In (c), the
arrows point the Fermi arc surface states.
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states of HfCuP, we find the states near the Fermi level are almost
contributed by the 5d orbitals of Hf atoms [see Fig. 2(b)]. By per-
forming symmetry analysis, we find the two crossing bands corre-
spond to the E and E* irreducible representations of the C3
symmetry in the H-K path. Since both bands are singlet, the cross-
ing point is in fact a Weyl node (denoted as W0). The enlarged band
structure near W0 is shown in Fig. 2(c). More careful calculations
show that W0 locates at (0.333, 0.667, ±0.150) in the Brillouin zone
(BZ), situating at 33 meV below the Fermi level. Considering the
PBE functional usually underestimates the potential band gap, we
recheck the band structure near W0 under the hybrid HSE06 func-
tional. We find the Weyl node retains in the H-K path, although its
position experiences a slight change [see Fig. 2(c)]. Considering the
lattice symmetry, there in fact contains six pairs of such Weyl
nodes in HfCuP, situating at both sides of the H point in the H-K
path. The positions of the Weyl nodes in the (1 0 0) surface projec-
tion are shown in Fig. 2(d).

Let us consider the space group 156, which can host a Weyl
point along H-K path. This path is an invariant subspace of C3z.
Since [C3z, H(k)] = 0, the Bloch states in this path can be chosen
as the eigenstates of C3z. We denote the Bloch states with fjc3zig
with c3z 2 fei2p3 ; e�i2p3 g the eigenvalues of C3z. The matrix representa-
tion of the operator can be expressed in the above basis as,

C3 ¼ ei
2p
3 0
0 e�i2p3

" #
ð1Þ

The effective Hamiltonian is required to be invariant under this
operator, such that

C3zH R�1
3z k

� �
C�1
3z ¼ HðkÞ ð2Þ

Here, R3z is a threefold rotation acting on k. Thus, the corre-
sponding effective Hamiltonian, to the leading order, reads,

H ¼ C þ akzð Þr0 þ vz kz � kwð Þrz þ ak�rþ þ a�kþr� ð3Þ
Here, C is the overall energy shift of bands. ‘a’ is the tilt term of

spectrum, r0 is a 2 � 2 identical matrix, vz is the Fermi velocity, r’s
is the Pauli matrix, a is a parameter dependent of Fermi velocities
in kx-ky, also indicating the anisotropic property in this plane
(corresponding to its complex value), and k± = kx ± iky, r± = rx ± iry.
This effective model indicates that the crossing point along H-K is a
Weyl point, which is topologically protected, carrying ‘+1’ topolog-
ical charge [62,63].

For this effective model, the corresponding eigenenergies are
given by

e� ¼ ðC þ @kzÞ �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
vzðkz � kwÞ2 þ aj j2ðk2x þ k2yÞ

q
ð4Þ

showing the linear dependence on k. Here, ± refers to the conduc-
tance and valance bands, respectively. One should note that, akz,
which is linear to kz tilts the cone-like spectrum in kz direction,
breaking the Lorentz invariance of Weyl fermions. Here, since the
band structure shows a type-I-like Weyl point, |a| < vz. As a repre-
sentative signature, WSMs can show Fermi arc in the surface band
structure [4,10,13]. In Fig. 2(e), we display the (1 0 0) surface band
structure of HfCuP. We indeed observe clear Fermi arc originating
from the Weyl nodes in HfCuP.

Noticing that the states near the Fermi level in HfCuP mostly
originate from the 5d orbitals of the heavy element Hf, they are
expected to introduce pronounced SOC effect in the system. After
taking into account SOC, the obtained band structure of HfCuP is
shown in Fig. 3(a). Just as our expected, the band structure has
changed much under SOC. On the one hand, under SOC all the
bands are decoupled, because the system does not preserve inver-
sion symmetry; on the other hand, the band splitting in the H-K
path produces two Weyl nodes (denoted as W1 and W2), as shown
in the enlarged band structure in Fig. 3(a). Very interestingly, we
find W1 and W2 show different slops of band dispersions, where
W1 is a type-I Weyl node while W2 is a type-II Weyl node. We have
located the positions of all the Weyl nodes in the BZ, with W1 at
(0.333, 0.667, ±0.125) and W2 at (0.333, 0.667, ±0.150). The posi-
tions of the Weyl nodes in the (1 0 0) surface are schematically
shown in Fig. 3(b). From the lattice symmetry, there totally contain
six pairs of type-I (W1) and six pairs of type-II (W2) Weyl nodes in
HfCuP, locating at the H-K path in the BZ. We also calculated the
surface band structure for HfCuP under SOC. As shown in Fig. 4
(c), from the (1 0 0) surface projection, we can observe two pieces
of Fermi arcs originating from the two pairs of Weyl nodes in
HfCuP.



Fig. 4. (a) Topological phase diagram of HfCuP under biaxial strain in the a–b plane
with SOC included. (b) Enlarged band structure of HfCuP along the H-K path under a
1% biaxial compressive strain. (c) Enlarged band structure of HfCuP along the H-K
path under a 3% biaxial compressive strain. In (b) and (c), the band structures are
calculated under SOC.
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It is worth emphasizing that, HfCuP hosts type-I and type-II
Weyl nodes simultaneously. This is quite different from previously
identified WSMs, where the Weyl nodes with opposite chiralities
have the same type of band dispersion. In addition, the Weyl nodes
in HfCuP are quite suitable for experimental detection in that: first,
all the Weyl nodes situate slightly below the Fermi level (where
W1 are at �40 meV and W2 are at �88 meV); second, HfCuP has
a very clean band structure that there nearly exists no extraneous
bands near the Weyl nodes; third, HfCuP shows clear Fermi arc
surface states from the Weyl nodes.

In the presence of SOC, there still exists a twofold degenerate
point W2, the crossing bands can be chosen as the eigenstates of
C3z as well. Remarkably, the crossing bands belong to different
1D irreducible representations of the 156-symmetry group of H-
K, such that they cannot hybridize each other. Consider basis states
jc3zi correspond to the {C4, C6} of the eigenenergies c3z 2
fe�i2p3 ;�1g. These two eigenstates are mapped to each other by
C3z, such that {C4, C6} gives a protected twofold degeneracy along
this path. Specifically, the operator in the form of

C
0
3 ¼ �e�i2p3 0

0 �1

" #
ð5Þ

The effective Hamiltonian in this basis is in the form of

H ¼ C þ akzð Þr0 þ vz kz � kwð Þrz þ ak�rþ þ a�kþr� ð6Þ
with |a| > vz, showing a type-II Weyl point.

In the space consisted by {C4, C5} with c3z 2 f�e�i2p3 ;�e�i2p3 g,
these two 1D irreducible representations also contribute a double
degenerate point W1. The three-fold rotation operation is given by

C
0 0
3 ¼ �e�i2p3 0

0 �ei
2p
3

" #
ð7Þ

in the basis discussed above. Notably, the effective Hamiltonian
reads,

HG4 ;G5 ¼ C þ akzð Þr0 þ vz kz � kwð Þrz þ akþrþ þ a�k�r� ð8Þ
This model also indicated a topologically protected Weyl point

which carries an opposite topological charge as HG4, G6. Here, one
should note that the values for {C, vz, a} depend on the exactly
model. It also results in a eigenenergies in the form of
e� ¼ ðC þ @kzÞ �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
v2

z ðkz � kwÞ2 þ aj j2ðk2x þ k2yÞ
q

ð9Þ
Seeing from the band structure, one can get that |a| < vz.
Discussion, according to Bernevig’s paper, ‘‘Type-II Weyl

semimetals”, the most general Hamiltonian describing the Weyl
node is given by

H kð Þ ¼
X
ij

kiv ijrj ð10Þ

Here, i = {x, y, z}, j = {0, x, y, z}, r’s is the Pauli matrix, v ij is the
coefficients.

For Eqs. (2), (4), and (9), the first term with a represents a tilt of
spectrum, such that we have the energy spectrum:

E ¼ C þ akzð Þ �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
v2

z kz � kwð Þ2 þ a2 k2x þ k2y
� �r

ð11Þ

one can easily find the Weyl points locating at (0, 0, kw). Here, when
a is small (|a| < |vz|), the spectrum shows a traditional band crossing
for conventional Weyl node: The band crossing is linear, and the
slopes of the crossing bands have opposite signs along kz. On the
other hand, when a is larger enough (|a| > |vz|) such that the tilt
term dominates the spectrum. Then the spectrum is totally tipped
over along sgn(a)kz, the two crossing bands have the same sign
for their slopes. This feature is indicated in Supplementary
Information.

In addition, we find the band topology in HfCuP can be tuned by
strain engineering. For example, by applying biaxial strain in the a-
b plane, the type-I and type-I Weyl points can be annihilated
sequentially. The corresponding phase diagram is shown in Fig. 4
(a). Under the biaxial tensile strain, both the type-I and type-II
Weyl points will retain. However, the band structure of HfCuP is
quite sensitive to the biaxial compressive strain. A ~1% compres-
sive strain will annihilate the type-I Weyl point, making HfCuP a
pure type-II WSM. The representative band structure for this sce-
nario is shown in Fig. 4(b). Under a larger compressive strain
(>2.8%), the type-II Weyl point is also annihilated. As shown by
the band structure in Fig. 4(c), there shows no band crossing in
the H-K path, and HfCuP transforms from a WSM to a trivial semi-
metal under compressive strain larger than 2.8%. To be noted, in
Fig. 4(a)–(c), SOC is included in the calculations. If SOC is omitted,
HfCuP shows one pair of type-I Weyl nodes under biaxial tensile
strains and compressive strains less than 4%. When the compres-
sive strain is larger than 5%, the Weyl nodes will be gapped. The
band structures under different strains without considering SOC
are displayed in the Supplementary Information. Therefore, strain
can provide an effective method to control the Weyl nodes in
HfCuP.
Summary

In summary, the electronic structure of HfCuP has been system-
atically studied by using first principles calculations. Without con-
sidering SOC, HfCuP shows six pairs of type-I Weyl nodes near the
Fermi level in the H-K path, connected by clear Fermi Arcs. HfCuP
experiences significant band splitting when SOC is taken into
account. The band splitting in the H-K path produces twelve pairs
of Weyl nodes, where six pairs are type-I and the others are type-II.
The type-I Weyl nodes locate at (0.333, 0.667, ±0.125) in the BZ, at
�40 meV in energy. The type-II Weyl nodes situate at (0.333,
0.667, ±0.150) in the BZ, at �88 meV in energy. The effective
Hamiltonian has been constructed to describe the quasiparticle
excitations near the Weyl nodes. Both the type-I and type-II Weyl
nodes exhibit clear Fermi arc surface states. Moreover, we find the
band topology in HfCuP can be tuned by strain engineering, so the
Weyl nodes in HfCuP are controllable. Our results show that HfCuP
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can provide a promising platform to explore the novel properties
associated with type-I and type-II Weyl nodes.
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